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Eliminate the mundane
using Compass

This chapter covers
 Using Compass to reset default browser styles
 Compass helpers for better typography in your

stylesheets
 Using Compass to create sticky footers, style

tables, and floats

Now that we’ve taken a first pass at Sass syntax and looked at how Compass fits into
your stylesheet workflow, let’s dive deeper. In this chapter, we’ll look at some everyday easy, yet mundane (read: not fun), tasks and how Compass can save you time
and effort while taking advantage of community-vetted approaches. If you haven’t
made the jump to dynamic stylesheets and are still writing CSS by hand, you know
that certain stylesheet tasks seem like death by a thousand paper cuts. Things like
providing a CSS reset, styling list elements into horizontal navigation, setting link
colors, and swapping headline text with images can get repetitive with each new
project. In this chapter, we’ll show you some helpers Compass provides to make
these tasks quicker, easier, and more adaptive to your project.
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A better blank slate with targeted resets
In chapter 1, we looked at CSS resets and how just by adding @import "compass/
reset" to your Compass project, you can take advantage of Eric Meyer’s Reset v2.0.
Though convenient, there are times when a such a global reset can be heavy-handed.
Fortunately, Compass offers more fine-grained approaches. To determine which
approach to use, it’s important to contrast the global and à la carte reset options.

4.1.1

Global resets
If you’ve used a CSS reset before, chances are it’s a global reset that employs a
scorched earth policy to eliminate most inherent styling that browsers apply to HTML
elements. These resets became popular as a way to provide a consistent blank canvas
for web applications. A global reset makes sense if you’re building a traditional web
app and you need to support a wide range of browsers including older versions of
Internet Explorer. Compass provides a global reset, aptly named global-reset, based
on Eric Meyer’s classic. As with any Compass mixin, it’s important to understand the
internals of the global-reset mixin before you use it.
Listing 4.1

The Compass global-reset

@mixin global-reset {
html, body, div, span, applet, object, iframe,
h1, h2, h3, h4, h5, h6, p, blockquote, pre,
a, abbr, acronym, address, big, cite, code,
del, dfn, em, img, ins, kbd, q, s, samp,
small, strike, strong, sub, sup, tt, var,
b, u, i, center,
dl, dt, dd, ol, ul, li,
fieldset, form, label, legend,
table, caption, tbody, tfoot, thead, tr, th, td,
article, aside, canvas, details, embed,
figure, figcaption, footer, header, hgroup,
menu, nav, output, ruby, section, summary,
time, mark, audio, video {
@include reset-box-model;
@include reset-font; }
body {
@include reset-body; }
ol, ul {
@include reset-list-style; }
table {
@include reset-table; }
caption, th, td {
@include reset-table-cell; }
q, blockquote {
@include reset-quotation; }
a img {
@include reset-image-anchor-border; }
@include reset-html5; }

Define
global
reset

Includes
individual
mixins

A better blank slate with targeted resets
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Note that global-reset is just a wrapper, applying several additional reset mixins
internally. All together, the preceding mixins (included with Sass’s @include) not only
address browser inconsistencies in box models, typography, list styles, and table styles,
but also add default styles for new HTML5 elements. We’ll look at some of these specific mixins in the next section, but before we leave the global-reset mixin, it’s
worth noting that this Compass reset is unique in that it’s applied simply by importing
compass/reset. To understand why, let’s look at the source of compass/reset:
@import "reset/utilities";
@include global-reset;

That’s it, just two lines. In the first line, @import makes available the global-reset
mixin as each of its mixins in turn. In the second line, @include includes the global
reset. In the next section, we’ll look at how to implement targeted resets without using
the global reset.

4.1.2

Gain more control with targeted resets
Suppose you have a mobile interface where the global reset brings a lot of unnecessary weight. Perhaps your page doesn’t use <tables>, <blockquotes>, or lists. Since
page weight is critical, trimming the fat from your mobile application’s stylesheets
more proportionately affects the user experience than in a desktop browser. If you’re
writing plain CSS, you might have a snippet that you carry with you from project to
project with a favorite global reset. If you want only a portion of that for your new project, you’d start carving it up in your text editor, trimming out what you don’t need or
want. Thankfully, Compass lets you pick and choose which of its resets you want to
apply. To take advantage of these without using the global reset, use @import
"compass/reset/utilities". Let’s take a look at a few of the mixins comprising the
global reset we looked at in the previous section.
FUTURE-PROOF WITH RESET-HTML5

One of the exciting new features of HTML5 is the introduction of new markup tags.
You can cut back on a diet of <div>s and use more meaningful tags like <header>,
<footer>, and <nav> where appropriate. Unfortunately, not all browsers agree on how
to handle these new tags. Suppose you want to list each of the new tags and apply
display: block for each. You could memorize the list. You might even save a snippet
of code to reuse from time to time. If you’re using Compass, you can just use the
reset-html5 mixin to make quick work of this task. Let’s look at Compass’s resethtml5 mixin.
Listing 4.2

HTML5 reset

@mixin reset-html5 {
article, aside, details, figcaption, figure,
footer, header, hgroup, menu, nav, section, summary {
display: block; } }
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Now, by applying the mixin using @include reset-html5 in your SCSS file, you don’t
have to remember all 11 tag names.
MORE RESETS IN THE COMPASS DOCS

The global reset and the HTML5 reset will most likely cover 90% of the use cases in
your stylesheets, but we encourage you to check out the full list of resets in the Compass documentation. Table 4.1 provides a quick overview.
Table 4.1

Resets available in Compass

Reset mixin

Purpose

reset-box-model

Removes margin, padding, and borders on elements

reset-font

Resets the font size and baseline

reset-focus

Removes browser-supplied outlines (like <input> elements in
Safari)

reset-table and
reset-table-cell

Resets table borders and alignment

reset-quotation

Adds stylesheet-only quotation marks for <blockquotes>

Now that you’ve seen how to remove browser styles, let’s take a look at how you can
add your own styles in common scenarios using Compass helpers

4.2

Utilities for faster, better-looking typography
Perhaps nothing impacts your design more than typography. Typography is more than
just choosing a typeface and a size. Styling lists and handling text wrapping have long
been part of the job for print designers. Since the web is an interactive, data-driven
medium, web designers have picked up new chores like styling hyperlinks and truncated text as well. Dealing with typography in your stylesheets is part choosing what
the design outcome should be and part implementing those choices. Compass is here
to help with that last part, letting you quickly knock out the tedium of styling links,
lists, and other elements, and letting you focus on your design. In the next section,
we’ll look at some mixins that help you style your hyperlinks, the first of these typography helpers. For all of these examples, you’ll need to be sure to @import "compass/
typography" to use Compass’s typography module.

4.2.1

Anchors away: link helpers
Good designs make effective use of contrast. Styling links to stand out from body copy
isn’t just good aesthetics; it’s good user experience. Therefore, when creating a new
stylesheet (just after setting up a reset), good designers will often define base colors
for text and links—a simple task that Compass makes even simpler.

Utilities for faster, better-looking typography
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EASY COLORING WITH LINK-COLORS

Many of the patterns we take for granted in the CSS community were forged over years
of trial and error with a dream of creating designs that worked reliably across several
browsers. One such pattern was the suggested stylesheet order of hyperlink pseudo
elements such as :hover and :visited to deal with link specificity, a fancy way of
describing the precedence browsers give to the anchor tag pseudo elements. For
instance, if you hover over a link that has been previously visited, which style wins?
Best practice suggests you include pseudo element selectors in the following order:
1
2
3
4
5

<a>
:visited
:focus
:hover
:active

This means your CSS would look something like the following.
Listing 4.3

CSS for setting link colors according to browser specificity

a {color: #333}
a:visited {color: #555}
a:focus {color: #f00}
a:hover {color: #00f}
a:active {color: #f00}

It still can be tedious to remember this order and create additional pseudo elements
just to change colors for your links. Sass’s & parent selector doesn’t buy you much. Fortunately, Compass provides an easy mixin to handle the job:
a { @include link-colors(#333, #00f, #f00, #555, #f00); }

Astute readers will note that the order of the colors in this Compass example doesn’t
match those in the CSS example. This is because Compass has chosen to optimize for
stylesheet author productivity instead of browser precedence. The order of the color
arguments for link-colors is the order in which you’re most likely to use them in
your stylesheets. Table 4.2 shows the order of the complete set of link-colors arguments as well as the order in which they’re applied for browser link specificity.
Table 4.2

Arguments for link-colors
Browser order

link-colors order
<a>

<a>

:hover

:visited

:active

:focus

:visited

:hover

:focus

:active
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If you’re the attention-to-detail type who prefers readability over terseness, you can
pass your arguments as named parameters:
a { @include link-colors(
#333,
$hover: #00f,
$active: #f00,
$visited: #555,
$focus: #f00);
}

The unnamed syntax has its advantages. Following Pareto’s famous 80/20 rule (in this
case, 20% of the code will cover 80% of the use cases), since link-colors arguments
are optional, you could specify default and :hover state colors simply by passing the
first two arguments:
a { @include link-colors(#333, #00f); }

Now that you’ve seen how to add color to links, let’s take a look at other ways Compass
makes it easy to visually distinguish links in your designs.
HOVER WITH STYLE USING HOVER-LINK

Some usability experts say you should always add underlines to your links to cue users
that an item is clickable. But there are times when, due to line height, adding underlines might actually degrade readability. Suppose you decide to add an underline only
when a user mouses over a link with the following CSS:
a { text-decoration: none}
a:hover { text-decoration: underline }

Compass makes it easy to underline links just on the :hover state with the hover-link
mixin:
a {@include hover-link}

Note how easy it is to grok what’s going on with this mixin. You don’t have to parse the
properties in the stylesheets to see what’s going on; it’s right there in the name:
hover-link.
INCOGNITO LINKS WITH UNSTYLED-LINK

Now imagine you want to hide a link altogether, removing any styling that would tip
the user that a hyperlink lies within a paragraph of text. You could write something
along the lines of the following CSS:
p.secret a {
color: inherit;
cursor: inherit;
text-decoration: inherit
}

This would strip away any color, cursor, or underlining, letting your text blend in with
any containing text. But what about the :hover and :focus states? Let’s update the
CSS:
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p.secret a,
p.secret a:hover,
p.secret a:focus {
color: inherit;
cursor: inherit;
text-decoration: inherit
}

This approach works, but Compass makes it much easier with the unstyled-link
mixin:
p.secret a { @include unstyled-link }

Again, Compass mixin names make the stylesheet more descriptive. Now that you’ve
seen how Compass makes styling links incredibly easy, let’s look at how it makes dealing with lists easier.

4.2.2

Creating versatile lists
List element treatment is an often-overlooked aspect of great web typography. As a
designer in a medium where short, clear communication is key, the <ul> is your
friend. In this section, we’ll take a look at some Compass helpers (Sass mixins) to
make quick work of dealing with common tasks in designing great lists.
DRESSING UP LISTS WITH PRETTY-BULLETS

Image-based bullets (see figure 4.1) can add impact to your list
elements. But IE support for list-style-image has been
buggy since the property was first supported in version 5.5. For
instance, prior to version 8, floated list elements won’t display
a list item image in Internet Explorer. In order to find a crossplatform solution, designers will often use background images
as list item “bullets”:

Figure 4.1 Example of
pretty bullets

ul.features li {
background: url(/images/pretty-bullet.png) 5px 5px no-repeat;
list-style-type: none;
padding-left: 20px;
}

Though a simple approach, this does pose some headaches. First, you have to calculate the layout, taking into account the desired padding and image width. Your 5px
5px x and y values for the background-position portion of your background shorthand are the output of a couple of calculations:
# x = (padding - image width) / 2
# y = (line height - image height) / 2

Your second problem is implied by the first: you have to know the dimensions of your
image. To get around these issues, Compass makes it easy to use a background image
as a list item bullet using the pretty-bullets mixin:
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ul.features {
@include pretty-bullets('pretty-bullet.png')
}

With the pretty-bullets mixin, Compass does the heavy lifting, determining the size
of the image from the image itself, performing the calculations, and creating the
same CSS you saw in the previous listing. If you need more control, you can pass in the
desired $height, $width, $line-height, and $padding as either named or ordered
parameters:
ul.features {
@include pretty-bullets('pretty-bullet.png',
$padding: 10px,
$line-height: 22px)
}

Note that in each of the Compass examples, we didn’t specify the full path to the
image, only the filename and extension. This is because the pretty-bullets Compass
mixin uses the image-url helper to determine the full path and will return the appropriate path for your development and production environments. Now that you’ve
seen how to make pretty, cross-browser bullets, let’s take a look at how to opt out of
bullets for list items.
DISARMING LISTS USING NO-BULLET AND NO-BULLETS

Compass also provides some quick ways to remove list styles from <li> elements. You
might be thinking, why not just use list-style: none and call it a day? For IE8 and
above (as well as the rest of the world), you could do that. If you need to support
browsers crafted in Redmond prior to version 8, you need to use this instead:
li.no-bullet {
list-style-image: none;
list-style-type: none;
margin: 0px;
}

With Compass, you don’t have to remember to do that; you can just use the no-bullet
mixin:
li.no-bullet { @include no-bullet }

If you want to turn off bullets for an entire list, you can use the plural form of the
mixin, no-bullets:
ul.no-bullet { @include no-bullets}

This form will mix in the singular no-bullet mixin for every <li> in the list. Now that
you’ve seen how to add some pop to your lists with custom bullets and remove bullets
entirely, let’s look at how to teach your lists to lie flat and play dead.
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EASY HORIZONTAL-LIST

By default, browsers display lists vertically and
style them with margins and padding. While
this is all well and good for listing most items,
designers often prefer to style lists of navigational links horizontally (see figure 4.2).
Consider the following markup:

Figure 4.2

Example of a horizontal list

<ul class="nav">
<li><a href="/">Home</a></li>
<li><a href="/services">Services</a></li>
<li><a href="/blog">Blog</a></li>
<li><a href="/contact">Contact</a></li>
</ul>

How do you apply some CSS origami to turn this list into a horizontal nav bar with a
nice 8-pixel split between items? A common approach usually looks something like
the CSS in the following listing.
Listing 4.4

CSS for creating navigation out of <ul>

ul.nav {
border: 0;
margin: 0;
overflow: hidden;
padding: 0;
}
ul.nav li {
display: inline;
float: left; /* make the menu horizontal */
margin-left: 0px;
padding-left: 4px;
padding-right: 4px;
}

As with most tasks in this chapter, not incredibly difficult, but monotonous if you do it
enough. With Compass, you can get all of this (and then some) simply by including
the horizontal-list mixin:
ul.nav { @include horizontal-list }

In addition to the CSS in the previous listing, Compass also provides some hooks for
styling the first and last list elements specially. Here’s the full CSS output.
Listing 4.5

CSS output from Compass horizontal-list helper

ul.nav {
margin: 0;
padding: 0;
border: 0;
overflow: hidden;
*zoom: 1;
}
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ul.nav li {
list-style-image: none;
list-style-type: none;
margin-left: 0px;
white-space: nowrap;
display: inline;
float: left;
padding-left: 4px;
padding-right: 4px;
}
ul.nav li:first-child, ul.nav li.first {
padding-left: 0;
}
ul.nav li:last-child {
padding-right: 0;
}
ul.nav li.last {
padding-right: 0;
}

.first for
older
browsers

.last for
older
browsers

For browsers that support :first-child and :last-child, we can omit the padding
on the outside-facing edge of those elements. For older browsers, we can use the
.first and .last class names.
Up until now, you may not have seen the point of this mixin (other than saving a
lot of typing). As with most things Compass, the real power comes in leveraging the
dynamic nature of Sass that powers this mixin. The horizontal-list mixin takes two
arguments—a $padding value, and a $direction. Since these are optional, you can
omit them and get a left-to-right, eight-pixels-between-elements list. (The actual
default $padding is 4px. Four pixels on the right plus four pixels on the left equals
eight pixels between items.) What if you want to reverse the item order and widen the
space between list items? It’s as simple as supplying these two arguments to the mixin:
ul.nav { @include horizontal-list(7px, right)}

Now, items have seven pixels on either side (for a 14-pixel split) and are floated right,
reversing the list item order. Here’s the updated CSS of the relevant portion of the
previous listing:
...
ul.nav li {
...
float: right;
padding-left: 7px;
padding-right: 7px;
}

As you can see, Compass reduces horizontal navigation lists to a single line of code,
but can it handle inline lists?
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INLINING WITH INLINE-LIST

In an earlier section, you saw how to make links look like text. What if you want to do
the same thing with lists? Consider the following example:
<ul class="giant-words">
<li>Fee</li>
<li>Fi</li>
<li>Fo</li>
<li>Fum</li>
</ul>
<p>are some words of giants with acute senses of smell
for Englishmen.</p>

This (contrived) example would read better if you could style the items as an inline
list, separated by a comma (see figure 4.3). Compass makes it easy with its one-line-ofcode approach:
ul.words { @include delimited-list }

Figure 4.3 Example of
a delimited list

Using a combination of :after and :last-child (to opt out of the trailing comma
for the last item), Compass uses CSS to present the list as inline copy.
But wait, there’s more! Since Compass also lets you supply the separator, you can
make your list more intimidating:
ul.words { @include delimited-list("! ") }

That’s a quick survey of Compass’s list-styling prowess. In the next section, we’ll look
at how it can help bend stray text to your will.

4.2.3

Taming text with helpers
Unlike their print design counterparts, web designers spend a lot more time accommodating copy they didn’t write and may never see. Design templates are fused with
user-supplied, data-driven content that can often spill out of the intended container.
Fortunately, Compass includes a few helpers to make working with text easier.
LEAVE THEM HANGING WITH ELLIPSIS...

A common problem web designers face is placing an unknown amount of text into a
fixed-width container, such as cells within a table. In the past, designers have truncated content on the server before it’s rendered as markup. With CSS, you can apply
text-overflow: ellipsis:
td.dot-dot-dot {
white-space: nowrap;
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overflow: hidden;
text-overflow: ellipsis;
}

Now text that normally would wrap or spill out of its container will be truncated and
an ellipsis will be appended. As you’d expect, Compass makes this even easier:
td.dot-dot-dot {
@include ellipsis;
}

The added benefit of using the ellipsis mixin is the vendor-namespaced support for
Opera and Microsoft browsers. Here’s the full CSS output:
td.dot-dot-dot {
white-space: nowrap;
overflow: hidden;
-o-text-overflow: ellipsis;
-ms-text-overflow: ellipsis;
text-overflow: ellipsis;
}

It’s important to note that for text-overflow to take effect, it must be used in tandem
with white-space: nowrap. Often, developers find it difficult to remember whether
it’s white-space or whitespace. Thankfully, Compass has your back, as you’ll see in
the next section.
PREVENT TEXT WRAP WITH NOWRAP

The nowrap mixin is nice and simple, and produces the following CSS:
td { white-space: nowrap}

It’s simply called with the following:
td { @include nowrap }

Billed as a way to not have to remember that white-space does indeed contain a
hyphen, it unfortunately can’t help you if you read it (as many often do) as “now rap.”
Now let’s look at one more common task when dealing with text in web design—
removing it altogether in favor of an image representation.
SWAP TEXT FOR IMAGES USING REPLACE-TEXT

Despite the best efforts of new features such as @font-face, Cufón, and other techniques, sometimes designers must resort to a traditional method to improve web
typography—swapping text for an image representation. Often used for headlines
and other core page elements, images can deliver complex design elements that
sometimes you can’t pull off with standard type. In those situations, many designers
have felt the urge to plop an <img> tag on the page in place of the text and call it a
day. For accessibility (and SEO) reasons, a much better approach is to handle this in
CSS. Consider the example shown in figure 4.4, in which we’ll secretly replace the
headline the user is used to seeing with our own special blend of image-powered typographic magic.
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Figure 4.4 Coffee text replacement

To achieve this with CSS, you could do something like this:
h1.coffee {
text-indent: -119988px;
overflow: hidden;
text-align: left;
background-image: url('/images/coffee-header.png');
background-repeat: no-repeat;
background-position: 50% 50%;
}

The first step is to hide the default text by negatively indenting it offscreen. (If you get
a monitor that will do 119,988 pixels wide, call us; we want to be your friends.) You
then swap out the text with the image using the background property. Compass makes
this even easier with the replace-text mixin:
h1.coffee { @include replace-text("coffee-header.png") }

You’ll notice that you didn’t have to supply the /images portion of the image path.
This is because internally, Compass uses an image-url helper which relies on a project’s Compass configuration to write out image paths for you. As a result, you only
have to supply the image’s file name. You can read more about the image helper and
other asset helpers in chapter 7.
Compass also supplies a specialized version of the replace-text mixin, replacetext-with-dimensions, which will set the dimensions of the element according to the
height and width of the image passed in.
There you have it: a few handy helpers for dealing with text in Compass. Up next,
we’ll look at some tricks for handling common layout tasks.

4.3

Layout helpers
Outside of grids, layout patterns tend to be the most specialized parts of stylesheets.
Compass does provide a couple of helpers for use with familiar layout scenarios: sticky
footer and stretched elements. For the following examples to work, be sure to import
the compass layout module with @import "compass/layout";.

4.3.1

Sticky footers
Imagine a scenario where you need the footer to fit flush to the bottom of the page.
Your first instinct might be to use position: fixed. Unfortunately, if you need to support IE6, the CSS isn’t this straightforward. Here’s one approach, based on a technique developed by Ryan Fait. Consider the following markup.
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Sticky footer markup

<body>
<div id="content">
Page content...
<div id="bump"></div>
</div>
<div id="footer">
Fix me to the bottom of the page.
</div>
</body>

You can craft this into a layout with a sticky footer with the following CSS.
Listing 4.7

Sticky footer CSS

html, body {
height: 100%;
}

Hack for IE6

#content {
clear: both;
min-height: 100%;
height: auto !important;
height: 100%;
margin-bottom: -40px;
}
#content #bump {
height: 40px;
}
#footer {
clear: both;
position: relative;
height: 40px;
}

The footer

In this example, you can fashion a 40-pixel-tall footer, using the #footer selector. Setting a minimum height of 100% ensures the content area is at least as tall as the
browser’s screen height. Unfortunately, you have to use height: 100% for the <html>
and <body> tags and height: auto !important on the #content element as minheight hacks for IE6. The #bump element is just an offset to provide enough padding
at the end of the #content element to accommodate the footer.
Not only is this CSS more extensive than you’d like in order to play nice with IE6, it
also falls down in that you have to set three values based on the height of the footer.
With Compass, you can knock out the same footer using the sticky-footer mixin:
@include sticky-footer(40px, "#content", "#footer", "#sticky-footer");

Now, if you decide to make your footer taller or shorter, you change it in one spot
and the rest of the CSS output falls in line. Now that you’ve seen how to make a
footer stay put, in the next section, we’ll look at how to stretch elements inside their
parent elements.

Summary

4.3.2
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Stretching elements
Flow layouts are considered one of the core strengths of web user interfaces, and web
designers often take them for granted. Those coming from a desktop application
background might miss the absolute positioning approach so common in frameworks
like .NET WinForms, JavaSwing, Flash, and others. Of course, the web supports this
approach via position: absolute:
a.login {
position: absolute;
top: 5px; right: 5px; bottom: 5px; left: 5px;
}

Compass provides a shorthand for this style of layout via the stretch mixin:
a.login { @include stretch(5px, 5px, 5px, 5px) }

This produces the same CSS as the previous code listing. The stretch mixin takes
four arguments: $offset-top, $offset-right, $offset-bottom, and $offset-left.
Compass also provides mixins to stretch only on one axis with stretch-x and
stretch-y, which take only two arguments, $offset-left and $offset-right, and
$offset-top and $offset-bottom, respectively.

4.4

Summary
In this chapter, we looked at some Compass time savers that take the monotony out of
creating stylesheets. We used targeted resets to clear styles from a subset of elements
in scenarios when a global reset is too heavy-handed. You saw how you can style links
and lists with ease using mixins like link-colors, hover-link, no-bullets, prettybullets, and horizontal-list. We also looked at how Compass provides easy ways to
handle text overflow and wrap, layout, colors, and even clearing floats.
In the next chapter, we’ll look at some advanced CSS3 features of Compass that
make it easier to create otherwise complex user interface themes.
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